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â€œI don't know if I can do relationships anymore.â€•Kaitlyn has been struggling with her romantic

relationships for awhile, but this last relationship was the straw that broke the camel's back. Now

she is not sure if she wants to keep dating. Which isn't a huge deal, she's never been a very

conventional girl and she'd like to focus on her passion for music. But when an old friend offers

Kaitlyn a place to stay in the beautiful college town of Rosebridge, she meets someone who makes

her want to give love one more shot."My educational success is the most important thing to

me."Emily worked very hard to get into a successful engineering program and she dedicates all of

her time and attention to her schoolwork. Unfortunately, that means she has neglected to date any

women during her time at college. Which isn't a huge deal, she never thought dating was very

important. That is until she meets Kaitlyn, a free-spirited musician who challenges Emily to live a

little.â€œI didn't know this would be so hard.â€•As Kaitlyn and Emily's love begins to grow, they find

hardships that threaten to tear them apart. And once again, Kaitlyn begins to doubt whether love

really can conquer all. Emily loves Kaitlyn with all her heart but is it enough to bridge the

gap?Rhythm is a 40,000 word steamy FF standalone romance. It is the first book in the Perfect

Pitch series. Each book can be read independently but would be even more enjoyable read as a

trilogy! They all contain a happily ever after ending.
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Have to call this a sweet/cute book. I liked Kaitlyn and Emily but wanted to slap Emily upside the

head a few times! This is all about making choices...sometimes those choices are bad. Emily just

had to decide what was the most important to her. It was a fun journey to find out if she makes the

right choice eventually. Quick read but well worth reading. I did like it but there some "pronoun"

problems, especially toward the end of the book.

This was a quick read, and could have been fun, except for some suspicion pronouns. Several

times the main characters are referred to as he or him (odd for a lesbian romance). After a little

digging I found HL Logan is a pen name for Harper Logan that writes gay romances then

repackages them as lesbian after switching the pronouns. Add the fact that this story ends 70%

through the text (its actually padded with a preview of another book), the lack off build up or pay off

left me feeling burned.

This a good short reading, sweet, spicy and relaxing....typical HL Logan style never let you down.

Emily and Kaitlyn are great together and learn how to work the relationship along the way, to

overcome the obstacles be of the everyday. I enjoyed the story.

Nothing unusual here.

A sweet story in H. L. Logan's college series. Very enjoyable and lighthearted, low angst with sweet

characters. Well thought out plot, well developed world, and I didn't see editing errors like the other

reviewer mentioned. Looking forward to more from this author.

Another feel-good story from H.L. Logan! Loved the poignancy of Kaitlyn and Emily's romance. A

cozy, enjoyable read.

Loved it



This was a great book that really brought the characters to life. IÃ¢Â€Â™ll definitely be checking out

more from this author!
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